Commission Pricing
I welcome inquiries to discuss a project you have in mind!
•All commissions have a typical base $20 supply & conference
fee (additional costs are possible based on additional supplies,
multiple meetings, changes-changes-changes etc., but will be
agreed upon before starting). *note: framing is not included but
can be done for additional cost.
My pricing structure starts with square inches with consideration
of time involved because as you know... if I spent a lot of time on
a little piece that wouldn’t be fair. On the same token, if I spend
very little time I will reduce the final cost. Since I record data on
all my work I will have apt comparison with mediums, detail level
and size to help you get the best idea for your quote.
My time is worth $27 an hour. Let’s face
it...plumbers make more than me. I am an artisan, not an
etsy ‘crafter’. A graduate with a BFA from the Columbus
College of Art and Design; which has a very rigorous
program. I hope you see that in my work!

•Watercolor starts $1 a square inch
Making it Fair...
“Mending Day” - watercolor: is
13”x19”, resulting in 247sq inches
(remember watercolor starts @$1
a sq.inch), but 16.5 hours of work
were put in, making the “per sq.
inch” unreasonable.

*note: sizes up to 30”x22” - beyond
that size will be diptych, triptych etc....
•Oil painting, Mixed media,
encaustics starting at $1.25 -1.50 a
square inch

Panel is preferred for oil but canvas
can be done for an additional cost. Mixed media and
encaustics must be created on a rigid surface for the
integrity of the work.
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*potential additional costs for supplies depending on medium
(like encaustics), base structure etc.
*Commissions with a personal nature; ex.: portraits, or deemed not
easily resell-able must have a 30% downpayment so the artist isn’t left
in a bad place if the customer changes their mind and abandons ship.
I am Very Concerned for YOUR Vision
Your satisfaction is coveted and is helped by good communication on
everything from color palate, styles, likes/dislikes; and so signing off
after a conference should have a positive vision. Art is a commitment,
like a tattoo... you’re going to live with it, so work with me so you will
LOVE it!
(subject to change 11/2019)
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